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Sexual Intercourse In Heaven
by Edward F. Sylvia, M.T.S.
Heaven would not be heaven unless one could continue to partake of all the enjoyments and pleasures of life after the death of the physical body. This includes marriage
and sexual intercourse.
To grasp this we have to take into account that heaven is not in time and space. Therefore, if individuals are enjoying life in the spiritual world, without a physical body,
they must have spiritual bodies. Without the appropriate organic form, pleasure has
no substantive subject by which it can really exist.
However, since spiritual bodies are non-physical, their organic forms, whether we are
talking about a penis or vagina, can only be understood as the embodiment of the
qualities of one’s heart and mind (which is one’s true spirit).
All spiritual bio-complexity consists of one’s true inner reality given real substantive
and non-physical organic form. In other words, in the spiritual world non-material
organs are generated out of all the aspects of our heart and understanding. All organic
structure in heaven is psycho-topological.
A spiritual penis or vagina is therefore a more perfect embodiment of one’s love, values, and ideas as well.
A penis in the spiritual world reflects a male spirit’s ability and potency to probe the
subject of his passion from his understanding. A spiritual vagina represents a woman’s
receptivity and will to accept these qualities and potencies of her suitor by becoming
the ultimate focus of his love.
This receptivity is the inner essence of a woman’s attractiveness and beauty in the
spiritual world. A woman in heaven becomes more beautiful as she becomes the life
and love of her husband’s spiritual understanding. A woman becomes a wife in this
manner and is the only way two partners can be wedded in heaven.
The man becomes a more perfect husband and increasingly handsome as his spiritual
knowledge increases. So the husband becomes the embodiment of his wife’s understanding and wisdom. The male and female genitals are the spiritual analog, and represent, the dynamics of this profound union.
This level of bonding is not generally known in on earth. But there is no way for two
partners to become increasingly intimate with each other if they could not take on the
intimacy that is found between a united understanding and its will. This increased
intimacy allows a heavenly marriage to be perfected through eternity.
Sexual intercourse in heaven mirrors this dynamic as the spiritual act of a husband’s
understanding seeking union with the wife’s love. Wives in heaven are spiritually
formed so that they can be impregnated by the ideas of their husband’s understanding
(his ideas are his spiritual seed).
The husband’s ideas gestate in the wife’s heart. She brings them to life in the spiritual
world as new qualities of love and wisdom that are shared by both partners (because
they always act as one spirit). Spiritual offspring are the things generated from this
holy union – increased love and service for the heavenly community.
Rather than a multiplication of people, spiritual progeny are the multiplication of usefulness and goodness.
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In God’s scheme, whether on earth or in the spiritual world, all intercourse is for the
sake of impregnation and creation. All creation has origins in the marriage of God’s
love and truth. All sexual intercourse follows this Holy pattern to promote and give
birth to something fruitful in the universe.
Those in heaven do not engage in anal intercourse or make use of dildos. In the spiritual world, these things represent corporeal pleasures excluded from spiritual principles
and their prolific power.
Have I rained on anyone’s parade?
Edward F. Sylvia, M.T.S. is the author of Sermon From the Compost Pile: Seven Steps Toward Creating An Inner Garden.
His newest book, Proving God, fulfills a continuing vision that God’s fingerprints of love can be found everywhere in
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